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ABSTRACT 
F. E. Browder has recently extended the concept of the classical topological 
degree for mappings of monotone type. We introduce a new construction based on 
the Leray-Schauder degree. We also consider some existence and smjectivity results, 
which illuminate the use of degree theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many mathematical problems can be reduced to a study of the set of 
solutions of an equation of the form f(x) = y, where f is a map between 
appropriate spaces X and Y, and y is an element of Y. By means of degree 
theory useful information is obtained about the solution set. 
The notion of the degree was first introduced by Brouwer in 1912 [4] in 
finite dimensional spaces. Leray and Schauder generalized 1934 [9] the 
degree theory for compact perturbations of identity in infinite-dimensional 
Banach spaces. In 1972 and 1973 Fuhrer [8] and Amann and Weiss [l], 
independently, proved that the Brouwer degree is uniquely determined by 
only a few conditions. These conditions, called normalization, additivity, and 
invariance under homotopy, provide a natural basis for the formal definition 
of classical topological degree theory. As an example of such theories we 
present the Leray-Schauder degree theory. 
Let X be a real Banach space, G an open bounded subset of X, and 
f = I - g a map from cl(G) (the closure of G) into X such that g is compact. 
Let y be an element of X such that f(x) # y for all x in aG (the boundary 
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of G). Then to each such triple (f, G, y), there corresponds an integer 
d rs( f, G, y ) having the following properties: 
(a) NormuZizuzation. If d&f, G, y) # 0, then y E f(G). For the identity 
map we have drs( I, G, y) = + 1 whenever y E Z(G). 
(b) Additiuity. If G, and G, are a pair of disjoint open subsets of G 
such that y G f(cl(G) \ (G, U G,)), then dLS(f, G, Y) = d&f, G,, Y) + 
d~s(fy G, Y). 
(c) Invariance under homotopy. Consider a continuous homotopy { f, : 0 
6 t G l} of maps of cl(G) into X such that there exists a compact subset K 
of X with (I-A)(cl(G))cK for all t in [O,l]. Let {y,:O<t<l} be a 
continuous curve in X such that yt @ &(dG) for any t in [O,l]. Then 
d.,(fE, G, y,) is constant in t on [0, 11. 
The integer-valued function d Ls given above is called Leray-Schauder 
degree, and it is uniquely determined by the properties (a) to (c). Our 
definition of degree function for mappings of monotone type is based on the 
Leray-Schauder degree (see also [7], [ 131). 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Let X be a real reflexive separable Banach space, renormed if necessary 
(cf. [5, p. 201) such that both X and its dual space X* are locally uniformly 
convex. Let (. , - ) stand for the pairing between X and X *. Let G be an 
open bounded subset of X, and f: cl(G) + X * a demicontinuous map (i.e., 
continuous from the strong topology of X to the weak topology of X*). The 
map f is said to be monotone if for all x and u in cl(G) we have 
(f(x) -f(u), x - u) 2 0. Th e map f is said to be of cZa.ss (S), if for any 
sequence {xi} in cl(G) converging weakly to x in X (xi - r) for which 
limsup( f(x j), x j - x) < 0, we have {xi} converging strongly to x in X 
(x j + x). Similarly, f is said to be pseudomonotone if for such a sequence as 
above we only have lim( f(x j), x j - x) = 0, and if x is in cl(G), then 
fCxj)-fCx) in X *. The map f is said to be quasimonotone if for any 
sequence {xi} c cl(G), xi-x, f satisfies the condition limsup( f(x j), 
x - x) 2 0. It should be noted that any demicontinuous map which is of 
c ass (S), or pseudomonotone is also quasimonotone. The same holds for any i 
demicontinuous monotone map, at least whenever it is bounded or it is 
defined on the weak closure of G. 
The interest of the definition for the class (S), and for pseudomonotoni- 
city arises from the fact that these properties can be verified under concrete 
hypotheses for the maps between Sobolev spaces obtained from an operator 
of generalized divergence form (see [3],[5, p. 181). 
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For brevity we do not pay much attention to the homotopies. However, it 
should be noted that the practical use of a degree theory depends on the 
homotopies available. For any satisfactory definition of degree, it is desirable 
that at least affine homotopies, that is, homotopies of the form tf + (1 - t )h, 
0 < t < 1, be admissible. This is the case in the theories considered in this 
paper (cf. PI, Fl). 
We close this section with some facts about the duality map J (see [S, 
p. 201). Since X and X* are locally uniformly convex, it follows from the 
Hahn-Banach theorem that the conditions 
]]_Z(x)J]=](xll and (.Z(X),X)=J]X(]~ forall I in X 
determine a unique map J from X onto X *, called the duality map, which is 
continuous, strictly monotone, homogeneous, bijective, and of class (S),. 
Moreover, it is linear if and only if X is a Hilbert space. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF DEGREE 
First we recall the following embedding theorem due to Browder and Ton 
PI. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a reflexive separable Banach space. Then there 
exists a separable Hilbert space W and a linear compact injection J/ : W + X 
such that I/J(W) is dense in X. 
II Using Proposition 1 and the injection I/J, we define a further map 
+:X*+W bysetting 
<h4,v> = (w 4(v)) forall VEW and WEX*, 
where (. , -) stands for the inner product of W. It is easily seen that 4 is also 
a linear compact injection. 
Let f: cl(G) -+ X * be a bounded demicontinuous map of class (S) +. We 
associate to f a family { f,} of mappings given by 
f,=Z+f&:cl(G)+X forany .s>O. 
For fixed E > 0 we find that f, is of type Z - g, g compact, a map for which 
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the Leray-Schauder degree is defined. The family { f,} is related to f in the 
following sense [2]. 
LEMMA 1. Let f: cl(G) + X * be a bounded demicontinuous map of 
class(S)+withO~f(~G).Thenthereexists~’>OsuchthatO4~(aG)for 
all 0 < E < E’. Moreover d&f,, G, 0) = constant for all 0 -C E < E’. 
In view of Lemma 1 it is relevant to define the value of a degree function 
bY 
d(f, G,O) = d&f,, G>O) for 0 <EC E’, 
where E’ > 0 is given by Lemma 1 and 0 4 f( 8 G). Moreover, since f - y is 
also of class (S), for any y in X*, we can define 
d(f, G, Y) = d(f - YGO) forany ye f(8G). 
the fact that f and f, have a common domain implies that the verification of 
normalizing properties, the additivity property, and invariance under homo- 
topy is simple and straightforward. As a normalizing map we now have the 
duality map, for which d(J, G, y) = + 1 if y E J(G). 
The degree function d given above is in fact unique, and it can be 
extended uniquely for all demicontinuous maps of class (S),, not only for 
bounded ones as above [2]. 
The concept of topological degree (in slightly different form) can be 
extended for all demicontinuous quasimonotone maps [2]. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
As an example of the use of the degree theory we consider odd mappings. 
If f( - x) = - f(x), then also A( - x) = - f,(r). Thus it looks natural that 
we get a generalization of the theorem of Borsuk in Leray-Schauder theory 
PI. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be an open bounded symmetric subset of X with 0 E 
G. If f: cl(G) + X * is demicontinuous map of class (S) + such that f( - x) 
= -f(x) for all x E JG, then there mists X’E cl(G) such that f(r’) = 0, 
and moreover d( f, G,O) = oo!d whenever it is defined. 
By Theorem 1 it can be deduced that if f: cl(G) + X * is a continuous 
injection of class (S), and y E f(G), then d( f, G, y) = odd. This in turn 
leads to the following result concerning the invariance of domain. 
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THEOREM 2 (Open-mapping theorem). Let D be an open subset of X 
(not necessarily bounded) and f: D + X * a continuous injection of class 
(S),. Then f(D) is open in X*. 
REMARK. The fact that open-mapping theorem holds for continuous 
injections of class (S) + leads to the following 
Problem 1 (Generalization of Jordan’s theorem). Assume that D and D* 
are bounded open subsets of X and X *, respectively. Let f: cl( D ) + cl( D * ) 
be a homeomorphism of class (S) +. Do X \ cl(D) and X * \ cl( D *) have the 
same number of components? 
This question arises naturally, since the generalization of Jordan’s theorem 
holds for homeomorphism of the type I - g, g compact, from X to X (cf. 
[12, p. 941). It is useful to notice that if we identify X with X ** (the dual 
space of X *) by the reflexivity, then the inverse f ’ of f is also continuous 
and of class (S) +. Hence the situation is symmetric with respect to f and 
f-l, which suggests that the answer to Problem 1 is positive. 
If D = X in Theorem 2, we get an opportunity to obtain surjectivity 
results. Indeed, if we find that f(X) is both open and closed, then necessarily 
f(X) = x*. 
Let us consider the following Problem (P), which was stated by Nirenberg 
[ll, p. 1751 in the special case of a Hilbert space X: 
Problem (P). Assume that X is a Banach space, and let T: X -+ X be a 
continuous map that is expanding, that is, 
IIT(x)-T(u)ll~llr-uII forall X,UEX (E) 
and whose range contains an open set. Does T map X onto X? 
The condition (E) implies that T is injective and moreover that T(X) is 
closed. 
Morel and Steinlein gave in 1984 [lo] a counterexample that shows the 
answer to Problem (P) is generally negative. However, there are several 
partial positive answers, for instance in the following cases (see [lo]): 
(i) X is finitedimensional. 
(ii) T = Z - g, where g is compact or a contraction or more generally a 
k-set contraction. 
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(iii) X is a Hilbert space and T a strongly monotone map, i.e., there exists 
c > 0 such that 
(~(~)-T(u),u-v)~cllu-u11~ forall u,uEX. 
Assume hereafter that X = H, a real separable Hilbert space, and identify 
H * with H. In view of Theorem 2 we get 
THEOREM 3. Let T : H + H be a continuous map of class (S) + that is 
expanding. Then T(H) = H. 
COROLLARY 1. Let T: H + H be a continuous quasimonotone map that 
is expanding. Then T(H) = H. 
Proof. Clearly the identity map I is of class (S) +, and it is easy to see 
that this holds also for T + J for any E > 0. If 0 < E < 1, then clearly 
Thus (1 - E) _ i (T + EZ ) is expanding for any 0 < E < 1, and by Theorem 3 we 
have (T + EZ )( H) = H. For any y in H there exists x, in H such that 
T(x,) + EX, = y, which implies, as E -+ O+, that T(x,) -+ y. Since T(H) is 
closed, we have y E T(H) and so T is smjective. H 
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